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Abstract:
The following deliverable presents the exploitation strategy of the CoLLaboratE project. In
parallel with the identified industrial scenarios and user needs (T2.2), an initial exploitation
plan has been made. In this first version, the identification of innovations and exploitable
bundles has been commenced. During the project lifetime, the exploitation potential of the
identified technologies will be analysed further and the joint ownerships will be agreed with
all partners.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following deliverable presents the first version of CoLLaboratE’s exploitation strategy which
is based on a three-stage process exploitation framework. The proposed methodology is based on
a theoretical approach, which is a combination of the Why, What and How models. This model
analyses the What, How, Why sequence, and continues in two directions: User-Centred Design
(UCD) in product and technology development; and company perspective in business strategy
development. The first stage deals with technology identification and profiling. These
technologies are then evaluated and prioritized in the second stage. The third stage deals with
individual market analysis and exploitation.
In this first version of the exploitation strategy, the identification of innovations and exploitable
bundles has been commenced. The deliverable outlines how innovation is identified, how the
identified technologies are described and will be analysed to support their exploitation. This
analysis will take place during the project lifetime and joint ownerships (IPRs) will be agreed with
all partners. The current deliverable is a first draft and will be adapted as deemed necessary
during the project and according to process. The deliverable is structured as follows:
Section 1: Introduction
Section 2: Exploitation Strategy Plan
Section 3: Technology Profiling
Section 4: Conclusion
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 EXPLOITATION STRATEGY - A THREE STAGE APPROACH
Collaborative robots are aiming to reduce the ergonomic issues from on-the-job physical and
cognitive loading, while improving safety, quality and productivity in manufacturing assembly
lines [1][2]. This addresses a key issue of working conditions, which causes back problems in
more than 30% of European manufacturing workers [3], leading to considerable social and
economic costs [4]. Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC) solutions are utilized in environments
where both human and robot exist, as in complex assembly operations humans remain essential
[5]. It has been found that this area of solutions needs more advanced collaboration systems [6],
where ergonomic tools and HRC applications can assist the human operator and improve working
conditions [7]. In order to utilize HRC in this context, a User-Centred Design approach for
exploiting HRC is suggested in this document. This is based on user involvement from the early
stages of product development.
A three-phase approach for exploitation strategy has been chosen and is elaborated in Section 2.
This is based on the Why, What and How frameworks used in traditional product development
methodologies, in the User-Centred Design (UCD) approach, but also from the business
perspective [8][9][10]. The difference between these three approaches is related to the order in
which they are performed, thus a combination of these is illustrated in Figure 1.
The first two approaches refer to the situational
analysis and the UCD approach. In these cases,
the Why level aims at clarifying the needs of the
users, who are involved in an activity or an
experience, and addresses what they can do
with a product. The What is often tied to define
the functionalities that can deliver the
experience or activity, as well as the technology
itself. The last level, the How, is where the ways
of creating the functionalities into a product
and the final product are defined [10].
The other approached method is seen from a
company’s perspective with an inside out
Figure 1 Combination of the What, How, Why
models
approach [11]. In this model, the Why is
important for companies to define their
purpose and the reason why others should be interested in their business. The How in this model
refers to the process, where it describes how the business model is built. The What level presents
the products, technologies and services the company delivers, being the last detail communicated
to the customers. The exploitation framework in this study is based on the theoretical approach
[12] which is a combination of the described models (Figure 1).
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1.2 TARGET AUDIENCES
To successfully exploit the results of the project, it is important to consider the target audience,
represented by the end-users of the technology, which will be involved in developing, producing
and selling the technology, but also impacted by it in some way.
The target audience focuses on “robotic reluctant” manufacturing industries, production
engineers and assembly line workers, who will be the end-users of CoLLaboratE technologies.
However, other stakeholders such as politicians or the general public are considered as well.
Specifically, these are (see D7.1 for more details):
○
○
○
○
○
○

Manufacturing industries
Industrial automation and robotic associations, EU umbrella organizations
National public authorities, employment makers, standardization bodies
EU-level stakeholders
Robot and automation technology suppliers
Industrial scientists and engineers

Further, we will briefly describe the audience that will be considered throughout the exploitation
analysis.

1.2.1 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES AND END-USERS
Manufacturing industries and end-users constitute the segment that can adopt the overall system
in their manufacturing process and utilize it on a daily basis. This segment will have a need of
utilizing the workflows of assembly operations, where the human and the robot need to
collaborate. These workflows will be in need of a higher level of flexibility and affordability in the
form of automated systems, that will heighten their global competitiveness.

1.2.2 INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION AND ROBOTIC ASSOCIATIONS , EU UMBRELLA ORGANIZATIONS
These organizations can provide value for the CoLLaboratE project, as they can promote the
project in relevant networks.

1.2.3 NATIONAL PUBLIC AUTHORITIES, EMPLOYMENT MAKERS, STANDARDIZATION BODIES
The outcome of the CoLLaboratE project will need to be aligned with regulatory initiatives and
standards. Therefore, national public authorities, employment makers and standardization
bodies need to be identified, potentially to influence relevant standardisation activities and
regulatory initiatives to facilitate a wider adoption of collaborative robots.

1.2.4 EU-LEVEL STAKEHOLDERS
Stakeholders at EU-level will have similar purposes as the target audience described in Section
2.3.3. Furthermore, this target audience is relevant as it can demonstrate value-for-money and it
can seek support funding opportunities for follow-up research and pre-commercialisation
activities.
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1.2.5 ROBOT AND AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPLIERS
This target audience can provide the technology for the CoLLaboratE solution. These can act as
major facilitators for CoLLaboratE concepts, results and products. Robotics technology providers
may adopt CoLLaboratE research results and advances.

2 EXPLOITATION STRATEGY PLAN
2.1 EXPLOITATION METHODOLOGY
As outlined in Section 1, the first stage of the three-stage process exploitation framework deals
with technology identification and profiling. These technologies are then evaluated and
prioritized in the second stage. The third stage deals with individual market analysis and
exploitation.
Figure 2 describes the three-stage approach for the CoLLaboratE project. Further, a description
of the three stages that will take place during the project lifetime will be presented.

Figure 2 Exploitation framework

2.1.1 TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION AND PROFILING
Stage 1 is concerned with the identification of technologies and applications being developed in
the course of the projects with respect to user requirements formulated within CoLLaboratE. A
close collaboration with the project partners is required to ensure that the technology
identification and categorization are efficiently completed, and reliable information is collected.
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2.1.2 TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION AND PRIORITIZATION
Stage 2 focuses on describing and evaluating the identified technologies to check how they match
the user requirements, the market potential and business opportunities. Here, the visibility and
competitive advantages in the market will be evaluated. The identified technologies will be
evaluated in terms of effective execution of intended functions, robustness and the alignment with
purpose. During this stage, the commercialization strategy for some of the selected technology is
developed. Individual business plans will be made for selected technologies.

2.1.3 INDIVIDUAL MARKET ANALYSIS AND EXPLOITATION
Stage 3 is focused on reaching more potential users of the technology, with the goal of further
evaluation and market feedback. This is communicated in the form of a technology handbook. The
feedback received from the end-users is sorted and documented to be used as a reference for
setting up detailed design elements of the technologies, as well as further technology
improvement. The feedback is acquired through demonstrations, questionnaires and aids in the
identification of dissemination channels.

2.2 BUSINESS PLAN STRUCTURE
The business plan is seen as the final outcome of the exploitation methodology. A business plan
will be created for technologies with high potential for commercialization. Other exploitation
opportunities and documents (such as business model canvas, investor pitch, etc.) will be
identified for technologies where a business plan does not seem appropriate.
The business plan structure will be composed of five main elements: market analysis, business
case, financials, risk analysis and exit strategy, as following
•

•

Market Analysis - will contain an assessment of the total market potential, expected sales,
revenue stream, existing solutions, intellectual properties in the area and the
development of a marketing strategy. Business case - will contain an assessment of costs,
benefits and payback time.
Financials - will contain a financial business model, financial plan and budget.

3 TECHNOLOGY PROFILING
Technology profiling is the first stage of the three-stage approach and has been started within the
first 12 months of the project. Appendix A shows the results that already includes a first input
from CoLLaboratE partners. The table will be filled in during the project lifetime and continuously
monitored by the exploitation team.
The aim of the technology profiling is to get an overview of all technologies within the project. For
each technology, there are different categories which have to be defined by the technology
development team.

3.1 TECHNOLOGY PROFILING METHODOLOGY
The first step toward technology profiling is to identify which technologies are being developed
in the project and describe these technologies.
The data collection, which is an essential component in conducting the technology identification
as the first step toward technology exploitation, will be done during a multistage process.
Different data collection strategies will be used to enable the researcher to triangulate

CoLLaboratE
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information from different data sources [13]. The preliminary data is collected from reviewing
archival information, including the project grant agreement, partner presentations and
deliverables, public press material, and detailed
field notes of direct observations during the
company visits. In addition, semi-structured
interviews with project partners are also used
for data collection. The data collection and
validation are done in iteration during the
project course.
Collected data for the technology profiling
within CoLLaboratE is stored and shared
between project partners by using Google
Sheets. This file represents a collaborative
environment, where multiple partners can
work together and at the same time. Moreover,
Figure 3 Structure technology overview
it gives an overview of the technologies, making
it easier to sort them. The sheet structure (Appendix A) is summarized in Figure 3. The identified
technologies are characterized by 4 main categories: General, Application, Market and
Implementation.
Each has a different number of subcategories (5-9 subcategories). The categories where defined
based on previous projects and discussed with the other partners. They are a linkage of the
technological level with the business and commercialization aspects.
Within the first round of technology identification and technology profiling, the two categories,
General and Application, are targeted (see Figure 4). The information for the Market and the
Implementation will be added for M24 (grey text in Figure 4).

Figure 4 Main and sub-categories of technology overview
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3.2 CRITERIA DESCRIPTION
3.2.1 GENERAL
The first information group focuses on the general aspects of the technology information, as
highlighted in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Criteria for the main category general

Category
Within this classification, the main technology, requirement or functionality are described. It
includes tasks which the robot has to do, and technological solutions that are required. Tasks are,
for example, that the robot learning from demonstration and its productivity. Further tasks are
an intuitive and natural Human-Robot Cooperation, the use of AI to achieve a self-learning robot,
the safety requirements and the human machine interaction.
Technology name
The functionality, or the main technology category, is a combination of different sub-technologies
to fulfil the required tasks. For example, to fulfil the safety requirements the robot has to have
different sub-technologies. First, it has to recognise the human gesture and action to act safely in
cooperation with the human. Second, the robot has to have a sensorized skin to recognize if
something is touched. Third, if the human touches the robot, this must be recognized and the right
action has to be executed. Fourth, for each work process the robot is doing with the human, safety
has to be prioritized. For more information about this category, see Appendix A.
Description
In this section, the CoLLaboratE partners have to write a short description for the technologies,
so audiences who are not familiar with it can get an overview of the technology.
Partner name
The project partner who is responsible for the technology development is introduced here. The
contact information for further collaboration is included.

CoLLaboratE
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Link
A link to the webpage of the partner who is responsible for developing the technical solution.

3.2.2 APPLICATION
For this main category all technical specifications have to be mentioned for the use of the
technology (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Technology categories application

Functionality
The functionality describes how the technology works, its functions and objectives. This includes
what the human has to do to use the technology and what he will get as response. Additionally,
why this technology is useful and necessary should be mentioned for this category.
Technical specification (HW/SW)
This category should answer what are the main hardware or software parameters (e.g. which kind
of power supply is used). Here, it is important to mention how the technology interfaces to other
technologies and humans.
Components (and requirements)
This category should answer whether the technology can work autonomously or if any other
component or system is required. This can be hardware products, like an AGV, to make a
technology mobile, but also software components such as encoding of demonstrations.
TRL now and TRL end
For this category the partners have to state which Technology Readiness Level (TRL) they have at
the moment and what they aim to reach at the end of the project. Table 1 shows the different levels
and their descriptions.
Technology Readiness Levels (TRL)
TRL 1 Basic principles observed
TRL 2 Technology concept is formulated
TRL 3 Experimental proof of concept

CoLLaboratE
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TRL 4 Technology validated in lab
Technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the case
TRL 5 of key enabling technologies)
Technology demonstrated in a relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the
TRL 6 case of key enabling technologies)
TRL 7 System prototype demonstration in an operational environment
TRL 8 System complete and qualified
Actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manufacturing in the case of
TRL 9 key enabling technologies; or in space)
Table 1 Technology readiness levels -TRL

For the TRL at the end of the project, it is important to know if the technology is ready for
commercialization and what will the next steps be.
Expert customization
The partners have to describe how the solution can be customized by an expert. This includes how
the customer can use the technology if the task is changing, but also which other use cases/ tasks
are possible to conduct with this technology. Additionally, the kind of knowledge an expert needs
to customize the solution, should be mentioned here.
User customization
The partners have to describe how the solution can be customized by the user. This includes how
and if the customer can use the technology if the task is changing, but also which other use cases/
tasks are possible to conduct with this technology. Additionally, the kind of knowledge a user
needs to customize the solution, should be mentioned here.
In-Use
This category addresses whether the technology is already in use or similar technologies are
currently being used. Also, if applicable, the technical advantages/disadvantages of this
technology should be stated, especially over existing solutions.
Demonstration
If there are any drawings, videos, pictures or other demonstrations of the technology, they should
be added here. This will support conversations with potential future partners or customers.

3.2.3 MARKET
The questions and sub-categories
which are included in the Market
category (Figure 7) should give an
overview on which market should
be addressed and what are the
unique
selling
points
of
CoLLaboratE in comparison to
existing solutions.
Area
Here, the partners have to describe
what area the technology addresses
(e.g. Software, Hardware, etc.).

CoLLaboratE
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User Requirement
This section addresses which user needs are solved by each technology. Thus, it will describe why
and how this technology will meet specific end-user’s requirements (see T2.2).
Application/Field of use
This refers to where, how and why the technology is used. For instance, whether this technology
is part of the safety features and whether it needs human interaction.
Advantages
In this category, the advantages of the newly developed technology should be highlighted. By
considering existing technologies, it should be argued why the CoLLaboratE technology is better,
and which are its unique selling points.
Target Market
From the information described under advantages, the target market can be concluded and
described in more detail. Here, the partners should state in which Industry sector the technology
will be used and for which kind of companies (small, medium, large).

3.2.4 IMPLEMENTATION
This group includes all categories which
are needed for the implementation of the
solution (Figure (8). This is highly
interconnected with the business strategy
assigned to each technology.
Cost
The cost is the final price of the solution
for the customer by considering the keycomponents and the used man-hours for
developing the technology.

Figure 8 Technology categories for implementation

Installation
This section should describe what is needed to install the technology for the customer.
Additionally, the required system for the customer, who is doing the installation and what kind of
expertise is needed to install the technology have to be mentioned. The partners should describe
a short workflow of how the installation should look like.
Training
This category describes what kind of training the user needs on how to use the technology and
who will do this training.
Legal conditions to fulfil
This refers to any legal conditions which the technology has to fulfil to be sold to a customer, e.g.
ISO standards.
Extension
For this point, the partners should describe if the technology can be used somewhere else. For
example, if it can be included in other robot platforms or used in other industry sectors.
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Service
This category answers the questions about the service. Is there a necessary service, how often and
who will do the servicing? Additionally, which part of the service is already included in the price
of the technology and for what the customer has to pay additionally, should be added.
Potential for commercialization
This last section evaluates the commercialization potential of the technology and the planned
commercialization strategy until the end of the project and beyond.

3.3 COLLABORATE TECHNOLOGIES CATEGORIZATION
The main technology categories of CoLLaboratE are shown in Figure 9. Each of these categories
has one to four technologies which belong to the main category.

Category

Robot learning
from
demonstration

Intuitive &
natural
human
robot
cooperation

AI

Safety

Productivity

Human
Machine
Interaction

Figure 9 Main technologies categories of CoLLaboratE

3.3.1 ROBOT LEARNING FROM DEMONSTRATION
The robot has to learn what to do for the assembly task, from different kinds of demonstrations.
The robot should be able to recognise three different kinds of demonstrations such as visual,
kinaesthetic and via a smartphone interface.
Robot learning from demonstration

Visual

Kinetic

Smartphone
interface

Figure 10 Interfaces of the robot to learn a new task
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Learning from visual demonstration
The worker shows a task which has to be done in the assembly process and the robot learns this
task by the visual demonstration. This technology is developed using keyframe extraction.
Learning from kinaesthetic demonstration
To teach the robot the task by using kinaesthetic demonstration, the worker moves the robot once
manually to the position where he has to move and operates the task he has to do (e.g. grabbing
an object). After the teaching, the robot should do the taught steps by itself.
Learning from using a smartphone interface
On a smartphone, the worker can program and modify the movement of the robot to teach him a
task, or to improve the operation.

3.3.2 INTUITIVE & NATURAL HUMAN ROBOT COOPERATION
The robot has to work in cooperation with humans to make this as natural as possible. To better
support the worker at their task, some core technologies are needed, shown in Figure 11.
Intuitive & natural human robot cooperation

Adaptive
control

Human-robot
cooperation

AGV’s and
humans

Ergonomics

Figure 11 Technologies for intuitive & natural Human-Robot Cooperation

Adaptive control for object handling
The robot should catch the human’s intention of the task. He should be the counteractive force for
the task, so that the human can fulfil the task, carrying as little weight as possible.
Enhanced human-robot cooperation
Additional technologies should be used to enhance the cooperation between the human and the
robot.
Cooperation of AGV's with humans
Not only the robot, but also the used AGVs have to fulfil the same requirement. They should detect
people and interact safely with them. Additionally, they should be able to understand basic
gestures for operation.
Monitoring of ergonomic performance
The robot should monitor the workers movements by working in collaboration with them. It
should recognize movements and positions which are non-ergonomic and try to avoid them by
changing its movements.

CoLLaboratE
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3.3.3 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
This category includes all self-learning algorithms the robot should have. This includes, for
example, improve by learning tasks, gesture recognition, adaptive control for object handling, etc.
This task is split between different partners.

3.3.4 SAFETY
Safety is a very important concern when using collaborative robots. The four main technologies
on how to develop a safe robot are shown in Figure 12.
Safety

Gesture

Robot-skin

Touch

Constraints

Figure 12 Technologies for safety

Human gesture & action recognition
The technology of the robot has to be able to recognise gestures and interpret them. This has to
be reliable, and quickly executed.
Sensorized robotic skin
The robot skin should be equipped with different sensors to recognise the human interaction e.g.
to provide safety.
Human touch recognition
If the robot touches a human, this has to be detected and the robot needs to quickly decide if it is
a harmful situation. Also, it should assess how to avoid such situations.
Dynamic active constraints
To provide a safe collaboration, the robot should be programmable in such a way that it keeps
away from areas where it is not allowed to work.

3.3.5 PRODUCTIVITY
This section focuses on improving the productivity of the robot by, for instance, making it reusable
for other tasks and optimizing its use.
Reconfigurable hardware
The robot should be usable within different workcells. The hardware of the solution has to be
adaptable to fit different places.
Resource optimization
Resources should be used in an optimal way, on different levels. For example, the robot should be
energy efficient, but it should also support the worker, to free up the worker’s time to do more
high-quality work.
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3.3.6 HUMAN MACHINE INTERACTION
To find a good solution for the Human-Machine Interaction, a user-friendly interface should be
implemented. It should be easy to use for all users, including workers, supervisors, production
manager, etc.

4 CONCLUSION
In this first version of the market analysis and exploitation strategy we have given an introduction
to the methodology that will be used to exploit the results of the CoLLaboratE project (Section 2).
The strategy is based on a three-stage process exploitation framework. This model analyses the
What, How, Why sequence, and continues in two directions: User-Centred Design (UCD) in product
and technology development and company perspective in business strategy development. We
have also presented an outline on the first stage of this approach: technology identification and
profiling of the partners. The aim of the technology profiling is to get an overview of all
technologies within the project. For each technology, there are different categories which have to
be defined by the technology development team. These categories have been defined and an initial
description has been provided by partners. The current results are a first draft and will be adapted
and elaborated during the project and according to the obtained results. During this process, Key
Performance Indicators will also be defined to help evaluate the technologies and identify the ones
with the highest potential. Joint ownerships and similar agreements will be agreed upon, once
more detailed exploitable technologies have been identified.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A shows the sheet that will be used as a working tool for the CoLLaboratE exploitation
strategy described in this deliverable. The table will be filled in during the project lifetime and
continuously monitored by the exploitation team.
The first stage, the technology profiling, of the exploitation strategy has been initiated in the past
12 months and will be continued while the project progresses in terms of system requirements
(see D2.3). The aim of the technology profiling is to get an overview of all technologies within the
project. For each technology, there are different categories which have been defined by the
technology development team. Also, the partners have started filling in the categories to get a first
overview of the technologies available in the project. The current version is a first draft and will
be adapted during the project according to results.
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General

Category

Technology Name

Description

Short description

Learning from visual
demonstration

Partner name

Name of the
partner, who is
developing the
solution

Robot
learning
from
demonstrati
on

Teach and modify
trajectories through a
smartphone

Estimate human's intention
for goal prediction,
Adaptive control for object
application of counteractive
handling
forces, modification of the
learned taskad

Intuitive &
natural
human
robot
cooperatio
n

Link

Functionality

How does it
work?
What does it
Link to webpage of
do?
partner
What are the
technology
objectives?

HW/SW
Technical
specification

E.g. size,
weight,
payload,
power etc,
components.

Expert
Customization
(Sub)configurations
of the project

User
Customization
(SubIn-Use
)configurations
of the project

Current status
Components & of the
requirements technology
maturity

Technology
maturity
at end of
project

Which other
keycomponents or
TRL Level
systems are
required for
the solution?

How can the
product be
TRL
customized/reIs the outcome used by an
of the project expert for
usable for
implementing
commercializat it to new
ion? What will application?
be the next
What skills are
steps?
needed, which
modification
can be made?

How can the
product be
customized by
the user for
small
modifications
in the tasks?
What skills are
needed, which
modification
can be made?

What is the
technology
which already
exist (Industry
or research
project) which
is the closest
to the
technology?
What are the
major
differences,
how similar
are they?

This
technology is
not application
oriented. It is a
basic enabling
technology for
7
faster robot
programming
that can be
used to any
collaborative
robot.

The
technology
should be
intuitive
enough so that
the user can
teach to a
robot various
tasks without
having high
expertise.

Gravity
compensation
mode is
available to
most
collaborative
robot but can
only be used
for teaching
via-points. Our
technology
can capture,
trajectories,
force profiles
etc

Demonstration

Images, videos
or brochure of
the technology
Link or insert a
picture

Area of
technology

e.g.
Software,
Hardware,
Sensor

UserRequirement

Application/ Field of use

What userDescribe the common
requirement is
application of the
this technology
technology.
addressing?

To be compeleted by M24
Implementation

Advantages

What are the
advantages in
comparison to
other
solutions?

Target market Cost

Which is the
target market
for this
technology?

Considering the
key-components
and required
man-hour to set
up the
technology (for
the next user
after project),
what the
expected cost
price of the
technology will
be?

Installation

Training

Legal conditions
Extension
to fulfill

Service

Potential for
commercializatio
n

How can the
technology be
installed?
(Describe the
workflow) Who
will do the
installation of the
technology?

Is there any
training needed
when for using
the technology?
Who will do the
training?

Can the system
be extended to
e.g. ISO standard be included in
different robotic
platforms?

is there a Service
needed for the
technology?
When yes, who
will deliver it and
is it already
included in the
cost?

Does the
technology has
the potential to
be
commercialized?

Learn assembly process
CERTH
through keyframe extraction

Kinesthetically demonstrate
Learning from kinesthetic
the assembly trajectory to
AUTH
demonstration
the robot

Learning using a
smartphone interface

To be compeleted by M24
Market

Application

IDIAP

AUTH

The human
can grab the
robotic
manipulator
and
kinesthetically
demonstrate
https://arl.ee.auth.gr/ the task
(motion etc). It
is fast and
intuitive.
Objective:
reduce
programming
time

The robot must
be
collaborative
for safety and
enable gravity
compensation
mode.

The user will
select points
by clicking on
the screen.
The goal is to
either move
the robot to the A recent
selected point smartphone
or to save
from the list
keypoints to
provided in
describe a
https://develop
https://www.idiap.ch/ trajectory.
ers.google.co
en/scientificObjective: user- m/ar/discover/s
research/robotfriendly
upportedlearning-andinterface for
devices
interaction
LfD
required.

The human
will guide the
robot and the
latter can
understand the
human's
intention to
offer better
assistance.

The robot must
be
collaborative
for safety and
enable
advanced
collaborative
controllers.

Methods to
effectively
encode and
represent the
demonstration
(software)

Google
ARCore toolkit
and IDIAP's
developed app
have to be
installed on
the
smartphone.

Methods to
measure
external
variables (e.g.
forces) and
extract the
intentions

5

4

4

The model of
the robot
(URDF format)
and basic
knowledge of
ROS
environment
are required
for a new
robot. It can be
used for any
application
once the robot
parameters
are provided
6 as a URDF file.
This
technology
can be used
for easy
collaborative
handling of
large and
5 heavy objects.
Also in
collaborative
riveting with
the application
of
counteractive
forces.

https://www.yo
utube.com/wat
Software
ch?v=1m185Z
9y5JI

Robot programming (fast
and intuitive without
requiring expertise)

A pick and
place task can
be
programmed
in less than a
minute without Industry, SMEs
having to
interact with
the robot's
teaching
pendant.

Usually an
external
computer is
No training is
required to
required for the
execute the
user.
software and
control the robot.

At this point it
can be
potentially used
with any
collaborative
robot
manipulator.

Yes

Collaborative handling
between the human and
the robot

The robot
becomes
aware of the
human's
needs and
offers better
and more
intuitive
assistance

Additional
external sensors No training is
might be
required for the
required (e.g.
user.
force sensors)

It is targeted to
robot arms but it
could also be
applied to mobile
platforms.

Yes

Software

This
technology
can be used
for any task by
the user.

The
technology
offers the robot
to be adjusted
according to
the intentions
of the users.

There are no
industrial
commercial
robots that
adapt to the
human's
intentions

Software

Industry, SMEs

Intuitive &
natural
human
robot
cooperatio
n
Enhanced human-robot
cooperation

Robot behavior primitives

Detect human's intentions
Cooperation of AGV's with
and understand basic
humans
commands (with gestures)
Monitoring of ergonomic
performance

AI

Robot self-learning and
multimodal learning

Prevent non-ergonomic
postures by online
monitoring of the worker

Robot learning and selfimprovement of assembly
tasks with AI

Human gesture & action
recognition
Sensorized robotic skin

IDIAP

The robot will
encode
behaviors
using the
appropriate
model which
https://www.idiap.ch/ will then
en/scientificreproduce
A software
research/robotbehaviors
component.
learning-andgeneralizing to
interaction
similar
situations.
Objective:
robust and
adaptive
behavior
models

4

It is a basic
enabling
technology for
faster more
efficient robot
5 exploitation
that can be
applied to the
majority of
collaborative
robots.

The
technology
should be
intuitive
enough so that
the user can
teach to a
robot various
tasks without
having high
expertise.

Software

ARMINES

The robot has
the capability
to
autonomously
improve the
policy given
the specified
criteria.

JSI, CERTH

This is a
software
component,
which can
either run on
an external
computer of
the robot
controller itself.

This solution
requires
external
sensors such
as force/torque
sensors and
vision sensors.

There are no
commertialy
available
robots with selflearning
capabilities.

Software

This solution
enables to
spend less
time on robot
Any robot tasks, where we
programming,
would like to optimize the
Industry, SMEs
as the robot
performance
task will be
optimized
during the
exploitation.

Instalation of this
component
requires higly
trained personal No training is
and heavily
required for the
depend on the
final user.
robot and the
type of
application.

Yes, but not
directly. It is
appropriate more
for newer
generation of
collaborative
robots and 'open'
robot controllers.

This component
does not require
Yes.
regular
maintanence.

ARMINES

Achieve human safety in
collaborative manipulation
Dynamic active constrants
tasks with virtual forbidden
areas

Yes

UNIGE

The robot does
not allow the
human to
ender
forbidden
areas during
hand guidance

AUTH, CERTH

JSI,
Reconfiguration and
Bojan Nemec
adaptation of robot workcell <bojan.nemec
@ijs.si>

http://www-hcr.ijs.si

Human
Machine
Interaction

It is designed
to work for any
application. If
desired,
parameters of
the primitives
can be
changed
through basic
interfaces.

ASTI,
ARMINES

Safety

Productivity

4

It is designed
to work for any
application. If
desired,
parameters of
5
the primitives
can be
changed
through basic
interfaces.

Development of robotic skin
UNIGE
for cooperation and safety

Detect possible harmfull
Human touch recognition sitiations (involuntary
contacts)

Reconfigurable hardware

Robot sensors
for
position/velocit
y/torque
measurements
and/or external
sensor for
force
measurements
.

Resource optimization

Decision support system to
optimally utilize available
resources

Human-in-the-loop HMI
interface

A user friendly web
Graphical user interface for
the different actors (workers,
supervisors, production
CERTH
manager, etc.) to interact
with the CoLLaboratE
system

LMS

The robot must
be
collaborative
for safety and
enable
advanced
collaborative
controllers.

Using the
reconfigurable
hardware the
robot adapts
the
collaborative
work place to
fit the
individual
human
Hardware and
capabilities/pr software
eferences
components.

This software
component
requires a
module to
construct the
forbidden
areas
dynamically
(e.g. through
vision)

4

4

This is a safety
oriented
technology
that can be
5
customized to
many
collaborative
applications

The user could
customize the
"strength" of
the resistive
forces that are
applied by the
robot to the
human.

This
component is
highly
application
6 dependent

The
technology
should be
transparent to
the user.

This
technology
exists in a
different form
to
teleoperative
robots that
offer haptic
feedback

There are no
similar
technologiesin
current
production
lines.

Software

Hardware +
software

Any task that required the
human to guide the robot
and also avoid obstacles
or certain areas of the
workspace

Most of production lines
that apply human robot
collaboration

The forbidden
forces are
implemented Industry,
dynamically in SMEs, Medical
changing
environments

More
ergonomic
work place

Most of
production
lines that apply
human robot
collaboration

Additional
external sensors No training is
might be
required for the
required (e.g.
final user.
vision sensors)

Passive
reconfiguration
devices are
substantially
cheaper
comparing to
active devices

Installation of this
technology
requires
There is no
redesign of the
training needed
work place
for the user

At this point it
can be
potentially used
with any
collaborative
robot
manipulator.

Yes

regular
maintenance for
the HW
components
Yes
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General

Category

Technology Name

Description

Short description

Learning from visual
demonstration

Partner name

Name of the
partner, who is
developing the
solution

Robot
learning
from
demonstrati
on

Teach and modify
trajectories through a
smartphone

Estimate human's intention
for goal prediction,
Adaptive control for object
application of counteractive
handling
forces, modification of the
learned taskad

Intuitive &
natural
human
robot
cooperatio
n

Link

Functionality

How does it
work?
What does it
Link to webpage of
do?
partner
What are the
technology
objectives?

HW/SW
Technical
specification

E.g. size,
weight,
payload,
power etc,
components.

Expert
Customization
(Sub)configurations
of the project

User
Customization
(SubIn-Use
)configurations
of the project

Current status
Components & of the
requirements technology
maturity

Technology
maturity
at end of
project

Which other
keycomponents or
TRL Level
systems are
required for
the solution?

How can the
product be
TRL
customized/reIs the outcome used by an
of the project expert for
usable for
implementing
commercializat it to new
ion? What will application?
be the next
What skills are
steps?
needed, which
modification
can be made?

How can the
product be
customized by
the user for
small
modifications
in the tasks?
What skills are
needed, which
modification
can be made?

What is the
technology
which already
exist (Industry
or research
project) which
is the closest
to the
technology?
What are the
major
differences,
how similar
are they?

This
technology is
not application
oriented. It is a
basic enabling
technology for
7
faster robot
programming
that can be
used to any
collaborative
robot.

The
technology
should be
intuitive
enough so that
the user can
teach to a
robot various
tasks without
having high
expertise.

Gravity
compensation
mode is
available to
most
collaborative
robot but can
only be used
for teaching
via-points. Our
technology
can capture,
trajectories,
force profiles
etc

Demonstration

Images, videos
or brochure of
the technology
Link or insert a
picture

Area of
technology

e.g.
Software,
Hardware,
Sensor

UserRequirement

Application/ Field of use

What userDescribe the common
requirement is
application of the
this technology
technology.
addressing?

To be compeleted by M24
Implementation

Advantages

What are the
advantages in
comparison to
other
solutions?

Target market Cost

Which is the
target market
for this
technology?

Considering the
key-components
and required
man-hour to set
up the
technology (for
the next user
after project),
what the
expected cost
price of the
technology will
be?

Installation

Training

Legal conditions
Extension
to fulfill

Service

Potential for
commercializatio
n

How can the
technology be
installed?
(Describe the
workflow) Who
will do the
installation of the
technology?

Is there any
training needed
when for using
the technology?
Who will do the
training?

Can the system
be extended to
e.g. ISO standard be included in
different robotic
platforms?

is there a Service
needed for the
technology?
When yes, who
will deliver it and
is it already
included in the
cost?

Does the
technology has
the potential to
be
commercialized?

Learn assembly process
CERTH
through keyframe extraction

Kinesthetically demonstrate
Learning from kinesthetic
the assembly trajectory to
AUTH
demonstration
the robot

Learning using a
smartphone interface

To be compeleted by M24
Market

Application

IDIAP

AUTH

The human
can grab the
robotic
manipulator
and
kinesthetically
demonstrate
https://arl.ee.auth.gr/ the task
(motion etc). It
is fast and
intuitive.
Objective:
reduce
programming
time

The robot must
be
collaborative
for safety and
enable gravity
compensation
mode.

The user will
select points
by clicking on
the screen.
The goal is to
either move
the robot to the A recent
selected point smartphone
or to save
from the list
keypoints to
provided in
describe a
https://develop
https://www.idiap.ch/ trajectory.
ers.google.co
en/scientificObjective: user- m/ar/discover/s
research/robotfriendly
upportedlearning-andinterface for
devices
interaction
LfD
required.

The human
will guide the
robot and the
latter can
understand the
human's
intention to
offer better
assistance.

The robot must
be
collaborative
for safety and
enable
advanced
collaborative
controllers.

Methods to
effectively
encode and
represent the
demonstration
(software)

Google
ARCore toolkit
and IDIAP's
developed app
have to be
installed on
the
smartphone.

Methods to
measure
external
variables (e.g.
forces) and
extract the
intentions

5

4

4

The model of
the robot
(URDF format)
and basic
knowledge of
ROS
environment
are required
for a new
robot. It can be
used for any
application
once the robot
parameters
are provided
6 as a URDF file.
This
technology
can be used
for easy
collaborative
handling of
large and
5 heavy objects.
Also in
collaborative
riveting with
the application
of
counteractive
forces.

https://www.yo
utube.com/wat
Software
ch?v=1m185Z
9y5JI

Robot programming (fast
and intuitive without
requiring expertise)

A pick and
place task can
be
programmed
in less than a
minute without Industry, SMEs
having to
interact with
the robot's
teaching
pendant.

Usually an
external
computer is
No training is
required to
required for the
execute the
user.
software and
control the robot.

At this point it
can be
potentially used
with any
collaborative
robot
manipulator.

Yes

Collaborative handling
between the human and
the robot

The robot
becomes
aware of the
human's
needs and
offers better
and more
intuitive
assistance

Additional
external sensors No training is
might be
required for the
required (e.g.
user.
force sensors)

It is targeted to
robot arms but it
could also be
applied to mobile
platforms.

Yes

Software

This
technology
can be used
for any task by
the user.

The
technology
offers the robot
to be adjusted
according to
the intentions
of the users.

There are no
industrial
commercial
robots that
adapt to the
human's
intentions

Software

Industry, SMEs

Intuitive &
natural
human
robot
cooperatio
n
Enhanced human-robot
cooperation

Robot behavior primitives

Detect human's intentions
Cooperation of AGV's with
and understand basic
humans
commands (with gestures)
Monitoring of ergonomic
performance

AI

Robot self-learning and
multimodal learning

Prevent non-ergonomic
postures by online
monitoring of the worker

Robot learning and selfimprovement of assembly
tasks with AI

Human gesture & action
recognition
Sensorized robotic skin

IDIAP

The robot will
encode
behaviors
using the
appropriate
model which
https://www.idiap.ch/ will then
en/scientificreproduce
A software
research/robotbehaviors
component.
learning-andgeneralizing to
interaction
similar
situations.
Objective:
robust and
adaptive
behavior
models

4

It is a basic
enabling
technology for
faster more
efficient robot
5 exploitation
that can be
applied to the
majority of
collaborative
robots.

The
technology
should be
intuitive
enough so that
the user can
teach to a
robot various
tasks without
having high
expertise.

Software

ARMINES

The robot has
the capability
to
autonomously
improve the
policy given
the specified
criteria.

JSI, CERTH

This is a
software
component,
which can
either run on
an external
computer of
the robot
controller itself.

This solution
requires
external
sensors such
as force/torque
sensors and
vision sensors.

There are no
commertialy
available
robots with selflearning
capabilities.

Software

This solution
enables to
spend less
time on robot
Any robot tasks, where we
programming,
would like to optimize the
Industry, SMEs
as the robot
performance
task will be
optimized
during the
exploitation.

Instalation of this
component
requires higly
trained personal No training is
and heavily
required for the
depend on the
final user.
robot and the
type of
application.

Yes, but not
directly. It is
appropriate more
for newer
generation of
collaborative
robots and 'open'
robot controllers.

This component
does not require
Yes.
regular
maintanence.

ARMINES

Achieve human safety in
collaborative manipulation
Dynamic active constrants
tasks with virtual forbidden
areas

Yes

UNIGE

The robot does
not allow the
human to
ender
forbidden
areas during
hand guidance

AUTH, CERTH

JSI,
Reconfiguration and
Bojan Nemec
adaptation of robot workcell <bojan.nemec
@ijs.si>

http://www-hcr.ijs.si

Human
Machine
Interaction

It is designed
to work for any
application. If
desired,
parameters of
the primitives
can be
changed
through basic
interfaces.

ASTI,
ARMINES

Safety

Productivity

4

It is designed
to work for any
application. If
desired,
parameters of
5
the primitives
can be
changed
through basic
interfaces.

Development of robotic skin
UNIGE
for cooperation and safety

Detect possible harmfull
Human touch recognition sitiations (involuntary
contacts)

Reconfigurable hardware

Robot sensors
for
position/velocit
y/torque
measurements
and/or external
sensor for
force
measurements
.

Resource optimization

Decision support system to
optimally utilize available
resources

Human-in-the-loop HMI
interface

A user friendly web
Graphical user interface for
the different actors (workers,
supervisors, production
CERTH
manager, etc.) to interact
with the CoLLaboratE
system

LMS

The robot must
be
collaborative
for safety and
enable
advanced
collaborative
controllers.

Using the
reconfigurable
hardware the
robot adapts
the
collaborative
work place to
fit the
individual
human
Hardware and
capabilities/pr software
eferences
components.

This software
component
requires a
module to
construct the
forbidden
areas
dynamically
(e.g. through
vision)

4

4

This is a safety
oriented
technology
that can be
5
customized to
many
collaborative
applications

The user could
customize the
"strength" of
the resistive
forces that are
applied by the
robot to the
human.

This
component is
highly
application
6 dependent

The
technology
should be
transparent to
the user.

This
technology
exists in a
different form
to
teleoperative
robots that
offer haptic
feedback

There are no
similar
technologiesin
current
production
lines.

Software

Hardware +
software

Any task that required the
human to guide the robot
and also avoid obstacles
or certain areas of the
workspace

Most of production lines
that apply human robot
collaboration

The forbidden
forces are
implemented Industry,
dynamically in SMEs, Medical
changing
environments

More
ergonomic
work place

Most of
production
lines that apply
human robot
collaboration

Additional
external sensors No training is
might be
required for the
required (e.g.
final user.
vision sensors)

Passive
reconfiguration
devices are
substantially
cheaper
comparing to
active devices

Installation of this
technology
requires
There is no
redesign of the
training needed
work place
for the user

At this point it
can be
potentially used
with any
collaborative
robot
manipulator.

Yes

regular
maintenance for
the HW
components
Yes

